The Other Press, March 21, 2007 by unknown
Yesterday I passed out at 11 
o'clock, finally having exhausted my 
body enough to sleep at a civil hour. 
I accepted the shut eye and went to 
bed. It's now 1:40am and I still can't 
calm down after our win today. WE 
PLAY IN THE NATIONAL FINALS 
TOMORROW! 
My whole life-like every athlete-I 
have dreamed of playing in the 
Championships at the highest level I 
could, and that dream will come true 
tomorrow. 
Today was no different than 
yesterday. Get up, grab a quick bite, 
and head to the gym for a shoot around, 
back to the hotel for lunch, video on 
our opponents, pre-game meal and then, 
game time. This is the same routine we 
have followed for every road game this 
year, and we weren't about to change 
anything now. 
The only little fun we had today 
was a psychological scheme for 
our opponent Mount Saint Vincent 
University (MSVU). This was decided 
it was announced that 'Janders' (James 
Anderson), would be defending 
MSVU's All-Canadian, Damian Gay. 
We came up with a scheme. Gay was 
a 6'6" hanger that could stroke the 15 
footer. Janders was handed the task of 
defending the All-Canadian, as he was 
our hardest working post defender. 
You see, if we could stop Damian from 
getting the ball, and more importantly 
keep him from getting offensive 
rebounds we would have a better chance 
at winning. In the other semi-final 
game, MSVU had 20 offensive boards, 
largely due to Gay's performance. 
So our psychological scheme was 
simple; mock his haircut. You see, Mr. 
Gay had a sweet Mohawk hairdo, and 
not the wimpy ones where it's buzzed 
down with a trimmer. This 'hawk was 
Bic'd! Right down to the skin. So we 
matched Mr. Anderson up with him, Bic 
for Bic, and the result was awesome! 
The haircut was meant to be a light 
hearted mock of the Mystics star, but 
when Janders stepped up beside him, 
Mr. Gay offered what appeared to be 
a sincere, ''Nice haircut." That would 
be as friendly as they would get all 
night. From the opening tip, the two of 
them were locked up, banging all over 
the paint all night. James ignited what 
would be a stellar performance from 
our defensive end, which caused at least 
five passes to sail out of bounds and out 
of reach of their intended targets. 
The first quarter was very back-and-
forth, and the crowd stayed electric 
every time MSVU scored. We were, 
again, severely outnumbered in the 
stands, with a few parents making 
the trip, and some UBC-0 players 
supporting their BC brothers versus 
the rest of the stands. After a close 
quarter, a "ffiJ" (Jevon Boyde-Joseph) 
free throw with no time remaining 
brought us to within one, closed the first 
quarter with a score of 17-16. 
As usual, the second quarter 
was ours, and again, it was led by 
our stifling defence. The fans were 
continually razzing us every time we 
made even the slightest mistakes, 
chanting any name they could. It 
was the kind of atmosphere any team 
would die to have. The kind of crowd 
the opposition loves and hates to play 
against. It's a love-hate kind of thing; 
much like the old Boston Gardens back 
in the day. The atmosphere helps to 
keep the energy up, but it means you 
also can't hear anything on the floor. 
We channelled more of the positive 
than the negative, outscoring MSVU 
15-8. We were led by Bear's (Justin 
Adams) two three pointers, the last one 
with a minute left. That, coupled with 
Clay's steal and lay-up, gave us a 31-25 
halftime lead. 
We ran off the floor and into the 
change room fued up, we were 20 
minutes away from beating the 
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LETT I TOR 
When putting together our little newspaper each week, it's a little 
known fact that plenty of good material doesn't quite make it to 
print. Just this past issue I found myself having to cut a variety of 
great articles that we just dido 't have space for. Here are a few of 
the headlines that sadly won't be gracing our pages: 
If strike isn't settled quickly it may last a while 
War dims hope for peace 
Smokers are productive, but death cuts efficiency 
Cold wave linked to temperatures 
Child's death ruins couple's holiday 
Blind woman gets new kidney from dad she hasn't seen in years 
Man is fatally slain 
Something went wrong in jet crash, experts say 
Death causes loneliness, feeling of isolation {You don't say!} 
Look for these, and other quality headlines next week! 
Trevor Hargreaves 
Editor In Chief 
The Other Press 
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News 
NDP Secures Summer lob Program 
for Students, Communities in Need 
Concerns remain over restricted criteria in repackaged program 
Nicole Burton, OP News Editor 
C anada's non-profit groups and 
small local businesses who rely on 
federal funding to provide summer 
jobs for students are now able to apply 
for 2007 funding, says NDP education 
advocate Denise Savoie. 
"This Conservative government 
unfairly kept students and community 
employers waiting to hear about 
summer jobs funding," said Denise 
Savoie (Victoria), the NDP Post-
Secondary Education and Skills 
Training Advocate. "At last they have 
listened to the NDP's calls to ensure that 
students and employers in greatest need 
will have priority." 
Savoie accredits this gain for 
students and low-income earners 
mainly to grassroots efforts launched 
in response to federal cuts made by the 
Conservative government towards social · 
assistance. 
Two months behind schedule, the 
re-branded "Canada Summer Jobs" 
released its call for applications from 
potential employers on Friday. The 
Service Canada web site has online 
application forms, which are due in less 
than four weeks, on March 30. 
Savoie and other advocates for 
students' rights have argued persistently 
that the cuts must not negatively impact 
the non-profit organizations, community 
groups, and small local businesses that 
provide the overwhelming majority of 
student jobs through the program. 
According to government sources, 
only $11 million of the anticipated $55 
million will be cut from the program, all 
of which will be from subsidies to large 
corporate employers. 
Nevertheless, some non-profit 
employers have expressed concern that 
new, restricted criteria such as certifying 
that the summer jobs would not be 
created without federal funding could 
serve to exclude them from this year 's 
funding. 
"Creating new, unduly burdensome 
criteria and unreasonably tight 
deadlines are tactics we have seen used 
against women's and literacy groups," 
said Savoie, "Exacting accountability 
without showing any accountability 
in return has become a Conservative 
hallmark, and it reveals a profound 
disrespect for the time, effort and work 
of the non-profit sector." 
Olympian Opportunities Lead to 
Me:Xica·n ··Edii.catio"ll Agreements 
Douglas College Media Release 
S mall businesses preparing 
for opportunities to support the 2010 
Olympics will benefit from Douglas 
College's new partnerships in Mexico. 
Three new academic agreements, 
recently signed by the college, will 
see the study of international customer 
service become a major focus in the 
upcoming year. 
"Mexican international business 
and tourism students are exceedingly 
interested in what Vancouver is doing to 
prepare for the 2010 Winter Olympics. 
As an international port and tourist 
destination, Vancouver is seen as a 
desirable, relevant, and prosperous 
place to learn about business," says 
Blaine Jensen, Douglas College's Vice 
President of Educational Services. 
"These studies will not only bring 
students to Vancouver, but will attract 
faculty from Canada, USA, and Mexico 
to study how customer services can be 
improved for Vancouver businesses and 
their international visitors," says Jensen. 
Douglas College's award-
winning track record in international 
partnerships and expertise in business 
and customized training programs 
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helped cement the agreements. The 
partnerships with Colegio Nacional 
de Educacion Profesional Tecnica 
(CONALEP Sonora), Centor de 
Estudios Superiores del Estado de 
Sonora (CESUES) and Universidad 
Kino A. C. will connect Douglas College 
to over 45,000 
students from the 
North Mexican 
state of Sonora. 
"I was 
overwhelmed 
with the response. 
During my 
time in Mexico 
I spoke with 
representatives 
from at least ten 
public and private 
universities. 
By the end of 
the visit, I had 
six institutions 
express direct 
interest in doing 
business with 
Douglas College. 
Time and again 
students kept 
asking, 'How soon 
can we come?'" 
Students could begin arriving soon. 
The agreement with CESUES has 
opened discussion for up to 40 students 
to travel to New Westminster this 
summer for five weeks of advanced 
English-language training combined 
with instruction on tourism and 
international business. Interaction with 
local businesses will be a focus for the 
students. Other Mexican institutions in 
Cancun, Playa del Carmen and Leon 
are also seeking Douglas College 
partnerships. 
"Secret Trial" 
Prisoner's 
Appeal to 
be Heard by 
Supreme Court 
Family and Legal Council of Adil Charkaoui 
say the battle is only half-over 
Nicole Burton, OP News Editor 
A Moroccan-born Montreal 
resident now known across the country 
as one of the "Secret Trial Five" will 
now get a chance to take a second case 
to the country's top court. 
Adil Charkaoui, who was arrested 
and indefinitely detained under 
undefined suspicions of terrorist 
affiliations by the federal government 
in May 2003, recently won a landmark 
ruling on security certificates at the 
Supreme Court of Canada in February 
2007. The country's highest court 
made the ruling that it would strike 
down the use security certificates as 
unconstitutional, and in violation of 
Canada's Human Rights Charter. 
Security certificates, first used 
in 2000, are pieces of legislation 
in Canada that allow persons to be 
indefinitely detained for reasons of 
"national security," with no evidence 
provided to either the defendant or their 
lawyers. The legislation and detention 
of five Muslim men-including 
Charkaoui, together known as the Secret 
Trial Five-sparked opposition in a 
variety of grassroots, immigrant rights 
and Muslim community groups across 
Canada. 
Charkaoui was one of three men-
including Algerian refugee Mohamed 
Harkat and Egyptian refugee Mahmoud 
Jaballah-who won in the Supreme 
Court ruling. Mohammed Mahjoub and 
Hassan Alrnrei are still being held. 
In his current appeal, Charkaoui 
is contesting the security certificate 
proceedings brought against him by the 
federal government on the grounds the 
Canadian Security Intelligence Service 
tainted evidence brought against him . . 
The court has agreed to hear 
Charkaoui's appeal, but the security 
certificate proceedings are still pending, 
with no sign from Ottawa that it will 
formally withdraw its case against him. 
With the appeal granted by the Supreme 
Court on Thursday, Charkaoui will get 
another chance to close the case against 
him. 
His lawyers will ask the country's 
top court to stop the security certificate 
hearing on the grounds his rights were 
violated and he was denied due process 
because of how CSIS handled evidence 
collected on him. 
Sex Sites Surfed 
in York Library 
Guest user caught downloading 
pornography, escorted off campus 
Carl Meyer, Excalibur (York University) 
TORONTO (CUP) Library employees 
and dozens of York University students 
were shocked to discover an individual 
downloading pornography on the 
library's public computers. 
The person, whose name has not 
been released, had been detained 
by York security in the past for 
trespassing. He obtained a library guest 
account and began surfing the Internet 
just after noon on March 9. 
Library staff noticed the 
pornography and called security. Four 
York security officers arrived and, upon 
recognizing the individual, moved to 
detain him until Toronto Police could 
respond. 
Toronto Police confirmed that they 
received a report about an individual 
in Scott Library who needed to be 
escorted off campus. 
"We took the action that was 
appropriate," said Alex Bilyk, director 
of media relations at York, who spoke 
on behalf of York security. 
The man was quiet and non-
disruptive as he attempted to access 
various websites. Library supervisors 
were unaware what he was doing until 
they noticed what he had downloaded. 
According to eyewitness accounts, the 
man was unaware of his impending 
detention by security and continued 
his actions online until he was escorted 
outside. 
Bilyk pointed out that the man 
was barefoot. He also mentioned that 
cleaning staff sanitized the area around 
the computers as well as the exit desk. 
Bilyk could not confirm that it was due 
to a medical condition. 
York libraries call anyone who is 
not a current student, faculty or staff 
member a "guest," including alumni 
and holders of external borrower cards. 
One-day guest accounts are available to 
the public. 
Government-issued identification is 
required for a guest account. The name 
of the applicant is checked against a 
database of banned individuals. 
Robert Thompson, director of library 
computing services, said that despite 
their potential for abuse, guest accounts 
are common on university campuses. 
"We have always had people 
from the community who come to 
the libraries to do personal research. 
[These include] people who are 
students or faculty at other universities, 
for example, or people from the 
surrounding neighbourhoods who are 
doing personal research that they need 
to use the library for," Thompson said. 
"The number of people corning into 
the library who are not York-affiliated is 
very small," he added. 
All users of library computers must 
comply with senate policy on computing 
and information technology facilities, as 
well as the library behavioural rules and 
guidelines for electronic resources. 
York libraries have subsequently 
banned this individual from using their 
facilities. 
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News 
Community Radio a Tool 
~~!re£~~~~!s to start own station 
editing, but we need to have more 
people who are trained, not just as 
staff, but also as volunteers out in the 
community. We want to use members of 
the community to generate information 
so that we can make sure that it's a 
community for the community." 
Carmelle Wolfson, Special to Canadian University Press 
TANZANIA 
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UGUNJA, Kenya-If you're lucky, 
you can get two radio stations in rural 
Kenya: one playing Top 40 hip hop and 
another Christian-influenced program. 
The Ugunja Community Resource 
Centre hopes to change that for the 
small village of about 17,000 in the 
Siaya district near Uganda. 
"We would use community radio as 
a tool for empowerment or advocacy to 
accelerate various information within 
our area of work," says Rose Ong'ech, 
advocacy and networking director at 
UCRC. 
"Through community radio we 
can give the right information and not 
stigmatization for those living positively 
with HIV/AIDS. From there, their life 
could be prolonged," says Ong'ech 
who recently returned from a Canadian 
Access the employment grapevine for Vancouver's best 
Food & Bevera!ll! opportunities: e" 
JOBSWAITING.COM ~·~ 
CiOm.iwi!JiN~ 
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Crossroads International exchange to 
Kitchener, Ont. 
In addition to programming focused on 
reducing HIV I AIDS stigma, the UCRC 
would like to educate the community on 
proper nutrition with local indigenous 
foods, as well as clean water and 
sanitation. 
"When they access clean water it 
helps their health. This is not only for 
the HIV positive, but for everybody," 
says Rachel Adipo, adaptive research 
director at the centre. 
CKLN 88.1 community radio in 
Toronto and the Journalists for Human 
Rights chapter at Ryerson University are 
raising funds for the project. They were 
able to purchase a minidisc recorder, a 
set of minidisks and a microphone with 
the money from a December seventh 
event. The UCRC still has a long list 
of items to purchase, including a good 
unidirectional studio microphone and a 
soundboard mixer. 
The centre is also waiting on the 
government to grant them a radio 
communication license. 
The Ugunja community radio project 
faces a number of obstacles. Damas 
Ogwe, director of disaster management 
at the UCRC, says the key challenge is 
finding staff and volunteers to fuel the 
station. 
"We do have one or two people who 
are skilled in journalism and audio 
Sarah Reaburn, a Ryerson University 
nursing student and member of 
Journalists for Human Rights Ryerson, 
plans to visit Ugunja for six weeks 
this spring. She would like to use 
her education to help with health 
information systems. 
"I feel like I could learn a lot from 
the people there and bring that back to 
share with people here," Reabum says. 
"I like the structure of the UCRC. It's 
not hierarchical. They take the needs 
of people in their community into 
consideration. They're really committed 
to sustainable development." 
The operation takes up eight 
buildings in the U gunja market. "The 
UCRC started [in 1988] as a small 
initiative. The idea didn't emerge from 
somebody from Canada or Australia, 
but from the community members 
themselves," says Ong'ech. 
Now they have a women's bike 
repair centre; a telecentre, where 
community members can learn basic 
computer skills; a community-funded 
credit union offering small loans; 
and a technological institute, which 
gives training in both traditional and 
alternative trades. 
Ong1ech has high hopes for the future of 
the community radio. 
"As the UCRC continues to grow 
and continues to get involved in 
different projects and ideas, I hope the 
community will be able to pick up these 
same ideas and be able to implement 
them to realize transformation in their 
lives," she says. 
college pro 
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Opinions 
Scrap the Millennium Scholarship 
Foundation 
Foundation is ineffective and unaccountable 
Amanda Aziz, Special to Canadian University Press 
[Editor's note: Amanda Aziz is national 
chairperson of the Canadian Federation 
of Students.] 
OTIAWA (CUP) Student financial 
assistance can be a complicated issue. 
However, one thing is clear: grants are 
better than loans. Less debt is better 
than more debt. But even this issue 
begins to get complicated when we 
start discussing the best way to deliver 
student grants. 
Trial and error has taught us one 
thing in this area: the Millennium 
Scholarship Foundation is not the 
best way to deliver grants to students. 
Slipped into the 1998 federal budget at 
the last minute, this private foundation 
was endowed with $2.5 billion to 
transfer to the provinces for needs-
based grants. 
When it was introduced, then-finance 
minister Paul Martin stood up in the 
House of Commons and declared that 
the foundation's grants would cut the 
student debt of its recipients in half. 
Although that was a very important 
gesture by the finance minister, we have 
to ask: has the foundation lived up to 
those expectations? The answer is no. 
Not even close. The foundation model 
has failed as a student aid mechanism, 
and it's time to move on to a better 
model. 
The Millennium Scholarship 
Foundation has two principal failings 
that are, beyond the shadow of a doubt, 
reason enough to shut it down and try 
something else. First, the foundation 
was unable to ensure that students 
benefited from the billions of dollars 
it funneled to provincial governments. 
Second, as a private foundation, it is not 
accountable to the public, a status it has 
seen fit to exploit on a regular basis. 
On the first issue, the Chretien 
government chose 
to establish a new 
bureaucracy with 
a flashy name 
("millennium" was 
flashy in the late 
1990s) to maximize 
political points. 
It should be 
noted that no one 
was actually calling 
for a student aid 
foundation. The 
student movement 
was calling for a 
national system of 
needs-based grants 
to be delivered 
using the existing 
Canada Student 
Loans Program 
infrastructure. 
So when the 
foundation came 
out of nowhere, 
it had to build a 
new relationship 
from scratch with 
each provincial 
government. Its 
lack of leverage 
forced it to strike 
"gentlemen's 
agreements" that 
essentially said, 
"We' re probably 
going to duplicate 
your provincial 
grant programs, but 
with the money you 
save, you have to 
use it for more student grants. Please?" 
Since the provincial governments 
were barely consulted leading up to the 
creation of the Millennium Foundation, 
many were less-than-willing partners in 
the rushed agreements. Not surprisingly, 
many provinces simply pocketed most 
of the money saved from provincial 
grants now paid for with Millennium 
Foundation cash. 
You read that right: in most 
provinces, Millennium Foundation 
grants simply replaced provincial grants 
or loan remission, leaving students no 
further ahead. 
A couple of provincial governments 
behaved in good faith and re-invested 
the savings into more student aid, but 
most didn't. The most extreme example 
was Nova Scotia where then-premier 
John Hamm eliminated a debt reduction 
program the same year Millennium 
grants were introduced. 
In Saskatchewan, foundation 
officials say (with a straight face) that 
the displaced grant money went towards 
keeping tuition fees down. Tuition 
fees in Saskatchewan have increased 
69 per cent over the short life of the 
foundation. Recall that Paul Martin 
promised that high-need students in 
Saskatchewan would have their debts 
cut in half. 
Accordingly, an external review 
of the foundation conducted in 2003 
concluded that its impact on access to 
post-secondary education was "limited 
and indirect to non-existent." 
In addition to failing at its core 
mission, the foundation has a second 
critical flaw. Without a structure for 
meaningful reporting to the public, the 
foundation has been free to act as a 
public relations firm for the governing 
party. Unlike accountable and 
transparent government agencies like 
Statistics Canada or the Canada Student 
Loans Program, the foundation plays 
an overtly political role in Ottawa and 
across the country. 
In its first year of implementation, 
the foundation sent letters to students 
telling them they had won scholarships. 
In most cases, the scholarships replaced 
provincial loan remission. To further 
the federal government's own partisan 
goals, the foundation included sample 
news releases that encouraged students 
to celebrate their "winnings" by sharing 
the news with the local community. 
More recently, foundation officials 
have publicly sung the praises of 
one-term Ontario premier Bob Rae's 
report commissioned by the Ontario 
government calling for higher tuition 
fees and deeper student debt. 
Being outside regular parliamentary 
scrutiny has also enabled the 
Millennium Foundation to establish its 
own special brand of ethical standards 
for awarding contracts. In 2005, the 
foundation awarded a $4-million 
contract to the Canadian division of the 
U.S.-based Educational Policy Institute, 
which employs two former Millennium 
Foundation employees. 
The Millennium Scholarship 
Foundation is seeking renewal as 
its endowment is expected to be 
exhausted by 2009. For the benefit 
of students and their families, the 
federal government would be wise to 
wind up the Foundation and move on. 
The federal government already has 
the infrastructure to deliver grants to 
students; it's time that they used it. 
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Opinions 
Science Matters 
Searching for more sustainable options 
David Suzuki, OP Contributor 
Phew. That's all I can say 
now that I've finished a 30-day cross-
Canada road trip to listen to Canadians' 
concerns about the environment. 
It's been exhausting and at times 
bewildering, but I now know that the 
concern for environmental issues we're 
reading about in the polls isn't just 
a surface anomaly-it's real and it's 
palpable. Canadians are hungry for 
sustainable solutions and frustrated 
by what they see as a lack of political 
leadership on these issues. 
It frustrates me too. Governments 
should make it easy for consumers to 
choose environmentally sustainable 
products and services. World-renowned 
economists like Sir Nicholas Stem 
are telling us that greatly reducing our 
energy consumption and greenhouse 
gas emissions is critical to having a 
healthy economy in the not-too-distant 
future. Air and water pollution is already 
costing our economy billions of dollars 
every year due to increased health 
care costs and lost work days. It's only 
sensible-sustainability should be a top 
priority of every government at every 
level. 
Yet, as I wrote in a recent column 
about the designed obsolescence 
of cell phones and other gadgets, 
disposability seems to be winning out 
over sustainability on many fronts. That 
battle with cell-phone chargers wasn't 
the only time on the tour that we weren't 
able to make our first choice from a 
sustainability perspective. Another was 
with our fuel. 
We specifically chose to lease a bus 
with a modem, super-efficient diesel 
engine. Many people may not be aware, 
but diesel has a lower carbon footprint 
than gasoline. This is why there are 
so many diesel cars in fuel-conscious 
8 
Europe. We needed a big vehicle like a 
bus because it would be packed with an 
entire month's worth of office supplies, 
gear, clothes and food for up to a dozen 
people. A bus was by far our best option 
to have the lowest carbon-footprint 
possible. 
But we knew the tour would still 
have a footprint and it was very 
important to us that the tour be carbon-
neutral. So we decided to calculate the 
global-warming emissions from the tour 
and purchase internationally regulated 
credits to offset those emissions. These 
credits are like a self-imposed carbon 
tax. Money spent on these "gold-
standard" credits goes towards reducing 
an equal amount of emissions through 
energy efficiency and renewable energy 
projects; replacing an old dirty coal-
fired power plant with a wind farm, 
for example. Since climate change is a 
global problem, it doesn't matter where 
we reduce emissions, so long as we 
actually reduce them. 
For us, the icing on the cake 
would have been to also showcase an 
altemati ve fuel- in this case, biodiesel. 
Biodiesel is a fuel made from vegetable 
matter, like vegetable oil or even used 
restaurant grease, as opposed to fossil 
fuels. It's non-toxic and when burned, 
produces less carbon dioxide and fewer 
· of the most common air pollutants. 
Biodiesel is now available as a blended 
fuel in some major Canadian centers. 
It's much more readily available in 
Europe. 
Biodiesel is not without controversy. 
A large-scale conversion of forested 
land to grow crops for biodiesel 
could result in a huge net release 
of carbon into the atmosphere. And 
there are widespread concerns about 
using land to grow fuel that could be 
growing food. Still, biodiesel has many 
advantages and could be an important 
part of a sustainable future. It certainly 
warrants more attention-which is why 
we wanted to use it. 
In the end, however, the decision 
was made for us when the bus 's engine 
manufacturer warned our leasing 
company that running biodiesel in the 
new engine would void the warranty. 
Our bus company was supportive, but 
· said they couldn' t take that risk. 
From small things, like disposable 
is 
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electronic goods, to bigger items like 
the fuels we use to get around or heat 
and cool our homes, making the most 
sustainable choices can still be much 
harder than it should be. Consumers 
can't very well embrace the best 
choices if they don 't know what they 
are or if they aren't even available. To 
break down those barriers and help 
guide our economy to a sustainable 
future, we need government leadership 
and that 's what my tour was all about. 
THURSDAY, 
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Tales from a Dive 
Responsibility is an Ugly Beast 
Brady Ehler, OP Opinions Editor 
W ork positions have a 
funny way of moulding people into a 
different image. I think this is especially 
true of work that requires a lot of 
responsibility. Suddenly your free time 
is at a premium, and the rest of your 
life becomes regimented. In short, you 
become your job. There are also side 
effects and occupational hazards that 
come along with taking such a job. I 
think this is especially true to managers 
at The Dive. 
There isn't a high tum-over rate 
where I work. It's certainly nothing 
comparable to say, McDonalds. 
However, the general rule is that if 
you find yourself working at The Dive 
for more than two years, you have 
probably acquired the position of 
manager. Unfortunately, this probably 
means you ' re probably on your way 
out. Because of the nature of the job, 
managers rarely last more than a couple 
months. 
I started working there about ten 
months ago. A friend of mine asked 
if I needed a job, and I said sure and 
started as a porter. Around the same 
time, this dude Liam, started working in 
the kitchen because he could "slack off 
and smoke a lot of dope" -a plan that 
worked well for a couple of months. 
The managerial duties at the time 
were divided between the day manager 
Cheryl, and the night manager Chelsea. 
No one liked Cheryl, especially 
Chelsea. They fought all the time and 
as a result, Cheryl eventually quit. 
Suddenly Chelsea realized that it was 
much more than she could handle. 
She didn 't know how to do all of the 
book-keeping, ordering, etc. Soon, 
she started to stress out big-time. 
Before long, Chelsea had developed 
an unmanageable drug problem. 
Furthermore, she started yelling at 
customers, showing up late for work, 
and moving quickly towards a nervous 
breakdown. It was only a couple of 
months before the pressure became too 
much and Chelsea quit. 
Cheryl came back to clean up 
the mess, and for a while everything 
was fine. However, there were some 
discrepancies regarding book-keeping, 
and Aaron, the senior bartender at the 
time took over. Aaron didn ' t exactly 
know what he was stepping into, but he 
was confident he could handle it. Now 
Aaron is an uncommonly bright, and 
capable fellow, and we were all sure 
that he would succeed where Chelsea 
had failed. Unfortunately, that faith was 
misplaced. 
Before long, the reliable, sensible 
fellow we all knew well was starting 
to drink excessively. But we still 
weren't worried, because he was after-
all, well known as a sensible fellow. 
Furthermore, he claimed to never get 
stressed out, and at first, we believed 
him. Before long though, he had hired 
an ex-con that caused a lot of shit in 
both his professional and personal 
life. He had amongst other things, 
ran up a tab in excess of a thousand 
dollars. Before long, Aaron became 
a raging alcoholic. During my 
shift on Sunday's, he was often my 
best customer-unfortunately, his 
intention was always to come in and 
do paperwork-a task he rarely got 
to. Eventually Aaron resigned, and 
again, Cheryl returned to clean up 
the mess. 
During Aaron's reign, he had 
promoted Liam, and I to bartender 
status, so by the time Aaron was 
on his way out, Liam had gained 
enough experience to take over 
the managerial duties. As of yet, 
Liam has not developed a nefarious 
drug habit, however he started smoking 
again. Also, he doesn't have the luxury 
of sitting around smoking pot all day, 
because there is too much for him to 
do. Luckily though, another one of 
the bartenders helps out with much of 
his work, or at least she has been after 
coming back from her month-long 
vacation. He is doing well so far, but 
he's the forth manager in ten months. 
Perhaps the position of Dive Manager 
isn't invincible in it's power to crush 
all of it's victims under the massive 
weight of responsibility, but oddly 
enough, Liam seems to be the one that 
it has changed the most. I guess that's 
the thing with responsibility, you either 
adapt to it, and let it change you, or 
become a stressed-out, alcoholic, loon-
bag, with a nefarious drug habit in a 
desperate effort to avoid responsibility. 
Either you ' re able to keep your cool, 
and deal with things calmly, or you start 
stressing out and making bad decisions. 
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Harsh Times 
dir. Dave Ayer 
Y ou know how sometimes you see a trailer 
for a movie that your instinct tells you will be a 
steaming pile of crap, but you say to yourself, "Nah 
man, Michael Mann is a good director, he can't screw 
up Miami Vice," or "I bet it' ll be even better than 
Silence of the Lambs"? If this is a phenomenon that 
you' re familiar with, then you ' ll understand why I 
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figured I'd toss out two hours of my day off so as to 
watch Harsh Times, the taut, mind-bending psycho-
drama from the creators of Training Day. Or so they 
say. 
But try to see where I'm coming from. Christian 
Bale is a fine actor, and has this great streak of 
really good films over the last two years. So he can't 
possibly be in a bad film, right? And "it's from the 
creators of Training Day? Then it can't blow!" How 
wrong was I. 
So the movie opens, and Bale is literally having an 
acid flashback or something of killing guys in Iraq. Or 
something. I don't know, it's never really explicitly 
stated. Then he wakes up, goes back to his home in 
South Central LA, and starts dropping "dawgs" and 
"shizzles" all over the place. No, not that I'm opposed 
to the hallmarks of different minority ethnic groups 
in urban locations, but man, even Christian Bale, the 
excellent actor that he is, can't credibly pretend he's 
black. He can't even act like he's pretending. He just 
looks like a doofus. 
Of also, Harsh Times lack decent writing and 
scripting, acting, sound, and computer generated 
stylizing. It's a pile of poo. 
Trailer Park Boys 
dir. Mike Clattenburg 
I finally got around to renting this sucker 
earlier this week. And frankly, I'm pretty lukewarm 
on the whole thing. 
Normally, I'd discuss the plot of the movie, the 
history of the television show that spawned the 
concept for the film, or the value that we as a nation 
place on these three mildly-retarded East Coasters. 
But if you've ever seen a single episode of the show, 
and still have an interest in watching the movie, you 
already know about all that. Basically all I want to 
say is that if you're a fan of the show, you ' lllike the 
movie. Yes, the boys go to jail, yes they fuck with 
Mr. Lahey, yes somebody shows up to the park with 
a gun. There's some boobies, there's some dope-
smoking, there's some hilariously mispronounced 
words, and that's it. 
But hey, it's not like I can complain. I got to see 
some boobies after all. Now go read something and 
expand your mind, damnit! · 
Song of the Week: 
"The Best of Jill Hives" by Guided By Voices 
Pat Mackenzie, OP Columnist 
For the almost 20 years that they 
were a band, Guided by Voices created 
some of the catchiest, most hook-laden 
music that has ever been consigned to 
tape. Taking a decidedly lo-fi approach 
to most of their recordings, GBV were 
prolific in creating one-to-three minute 
bursts of guitar oriented pop and/or 
rock. 
I think it was Pete 
Townshend that said 
something to the effect 
that the perfect pop 
song should be no 
more than two-and-
a-half minutes long 
or thereabouts. Not 
only did GBV take 
that bit of advice to 
heart, they also took 
the entire sound that 
came out of England in 
the '60s-particularly 
that of bands such as 
The Who, The Kinks' 
and Creation-and, 
well, ripped it off. But 
as they say, imitation 
is the highest form of 
flattery, and GBV's 
homage to '60s Britpop 
is brilliantly realized 
in exquisitely crafted 
songs that happily 
acknowledge their 
influences. 
Taken from their 
final album Earthquake 
Glue, "The Best of 
Jill Hives" is a good 
summation of what 
Guided by Voices was 
all about: two guitars, 
bass and drums' and a 
singer who affects an 
English accent while 
singing. 
Although 
comparatively slower 
than other GBV 
songs, "Jill Hives" 
immediately grabs 
the listener with a 
hook-driven rhythm 
section. Guitars join in 
and put down melodic 
layers over the easily 
danceable beat, but 
it is Robert Pollard's 
affected voice that 
gives the song a certain 
compelling force. 
Reminiscent of The 
Who's Roger Daltrey, 
Pollard's vocal delivery 
tops off what is already 
a. perfectly realized pop 
song. 
Seemingly 
adding extra weight 
to his singing style are Pollard's 
characteristically eccentric and hermetic 
lyrics: "Paid up weathered and type-
0 I Clad in gladstone watch him go I 
Swimming beneath the microscope I 
Hello lonely bless the nation." Rather 
than be interested in providing word 
arrangements that make 'sense,' Pollard 
seems to be more interested in strings 
of words that on the surface appear 
coherent and sound good together but 
are simultaneously completely and 
purposely obtuse. "I don't know where 
you find your nerve I I don't know how 
you choose your words I Speak the 
ones that suit you worse I Keep you 
grounded, sad, and cursed I Circle the 
ones that come alive I Save them for the 
best of Jill Hives." 
Who is Jill Hives anyway and what's 
this song about? Answering these 
questions is a waste of time. Like so 
many pop songs, what's important isn't 
meaning, but rather the combination of 
sounds and words. 
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Music on the Tube: 
Nine Inch Nails - "Survivalism" 
Mark Fisher, OP Contributor 
T his is the first single off Nine 
Inch Nail's upcoming new album, Year 
Zero. Year Zero is a concept album that 
takes place in a future America where 
freedom is a myth and the government 
watches your every move. The video is 
security tape footage of an apartment 
building with various tenants (including 
the Nine Inch Nails dudes themselves), 
each being monitored unknowingly. The 
cameras show a group of heavily armed 
police raid the building, find the guys in 
the band, and kill them. Not a bad video 
at first glance. 
But things get really interesting 
if you buy into the whole Year Zero 
marketing strategy, which to date has 
involved hidden messages on T-shirts, 
secret websites, mysterious phone 
numbers, and computer discs hidden 
in the restrooms at Nine Inch Nails 
concerts (tip to fans: Be sure to bring 
rubber gloves so you can check the 
insides of the toilet). Sure enough, if 
you pay attention to the time code the 
security tapes in this video, you can get 
a secret website address. To see if you 
can find any other hidden stuff, watch 
it over and over at www.myspace.com/ 
nin. 
Or if you have a life, let someone 
else do that, and just enjoy the catchy 
song. 
Rating: 7 out of 9 inches. 
WORD ON THE STREET 
Angel Desjarlais, OP Photographer 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Are you going to vote in the DSU elections? 
atthew Steinbach 
eneral Studies, 1st year 
'Yes, I'm running for the college 
elations position." 
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George 
Business Admin. Program, 2"ct year 
"Yes. I like to have a choice. 
If you don't vote, how can you 
complain later?" 
Mariana Florczyk 
General Studies, 151 year 
"No, I'm only here once a week 
and I don't really know what's 
going on." 
Laura Vanderzalm 
General Studies, 1st year 
"Yeah probably." 
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B.C. to Ban Smoking in Indoor 
Public Places 
Public universities and colleges included in ban 
Eric Szeto, CUP Western Bureau Chief 
VANCOUVER (CUP)-- New anti-
smoking legislation being proposed by 
the B.C. provincial government will be 
leaving cigarette smokers in a plume of 
smoke starting 2008. 
Amendments to the Tobacco Sales 
Act, which will emulate similar laws 
in England and Ireland, include a 
tobacco sales ban at public universities 
and colleges, provincial buildings 
and public athletic and recreational 
facilities. 
"It's about protecting public health, 
particularly young people and their 
exposure to it," said Sarah Plank, media 
relations for the Ministry of Health. 
Health Minister George Abbott made 
the announcement March 6. 
The ban on smoking on school 
grounds will be in place by September, 
while the other regulations are likely to 
come into effect in January 2008. 
McGill University, Dalhousie 
University and the University of 
Toronto are a few of the Canadian 
schools to have already banned the sale 
of tobacco on their campuses. 
The legislation will also curtail large 
tobacco advertisement displays called 
"power walls," and force retailers to 
conceal tobacco products, including 
lighters with tobacco brand displays, 
under the counter. Smoking will also be 
banned from doorways, windows and 
air intakes. 
Derrick Harding, president of the 
Simon Fraser Student Society, which 
represents 24,000 undergraduate 
students, suspects that the new measures 
will discourage people from seeking out 
cigarettes. 
But the smoking population of B.C. 
at is already so low that the effects 
would be "negligible", he added. 
National trends show that smoking 
in Canada has steadily been decreasing 
since 1999. According to the Tobacco 
Control Programme Canadian Tobacco 
Use Monitoring Survey, 21 per cent 
of the population aged 15-24 were 
smokers in 2006, compared to 26 per 
cent in 1999. In B.C., about 15 per cent 
of people between the ages of 15 and 24 
smoke. 
"It'll make the smokers cranky, 
without question," Harder said. "I know 
a couple of people up here and they are 
already annoyed at the places they can't 
smoke on campus." 
The University of British Columbia 
had already been heading in that 
direction. Kent Ashby, UBC legal 
counsel, said that UBC was already 
busy preparing to implement many of 
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the government's recommendations 
before the announcement. 
"We didn't know that the 
government was going to come out with 
an announcement," he said. 
Richard Pollay, a marketing 
professor at UBC's Sauder School 
of Business, said that the gradual de-
marketing of cigarettes can only help 
to achieve a societal goal of eradicating 
smoking. 
"When you're de-marketing, and 
that's what the public is trying to do, 
you put warnings on the package that 
deglamourize the package, you tax 
it to increase the prices, you control 
distribution and the advertising 
activity," he said. 
"It's not rocket science, it's 
fewer sales than if you had a lot of 
advertising," he said. "But it takes time 
for the market to shrink." 
Universities and colleges, he added, 
have been sending students mixed 
messages by having tobacco products 
available to them on campus. 
Reuben Lindenbaum, a first-year UBC 
student, feels the new anti-smoking 
laws violate his rights as a smoker. 
"It doesn't make me feel good," he said. 
"Not so much." 
TWU tuition skyrockets past 
$8,000 a semester 
Public universities and colleges included in ban 
By Alison Fraser 
Mars' Hill (Trinity Western University) 
LANGLEY, B.C. (CUP) Trinity Western 
University students will pay more next 
fall, as tuition fees increase by 7.2 per 
cent, bringing the cost of one semester 
to $8,250 for undergraduates and $6,600 
for graduates. 
Representatives from TWU's admin-
istration explained the changes and 
answered questions at an open student 
forum held on March 8. 
"While we are certainly more expensive 
in total cost than the public universities 
in Canada, it is important to remember 
that we aren' t delivering education in 
the same way as those universities," 
said Marilyn Crone, TWU's operations 
consultant. "The experience is different 
here." 
Unlike public universities, which are 
largely funded by the government, 
TWU, as a private institution, does not 
receive these funds. 
"I think a lot of people could see the 
justification of the tuition increase; at 
the same time, though, it is still diffi-
cult," said Norman Van Eeden Peters-
man, president of the student associa-
tion. "I think the thing to recognize, 
however, is that we are a niche market." 
"We are a tuition-driven and a tuition-
funded university," said Jim Poulsen, 
vice-president of finance. "About 83 
per cent of our net revenues come from 
tuition." 
The university generates close to $50 
million in revenue per year, the major-
ity of which comes from students. The 
remaining portion is brought in from 
other sources including donors, ancil-
laries, and the housing and bookstore 
businesses. Approximately $5 million is 
returned to students as financial aid. 
"When we increased tuition by 7.2 per 
cent, we also increased financial aid 
by 7.2 per cent to help keep [students] 
here and recruit new students to come," 
Poulsen said. 
The fee hike will fund an increase of 
three per cent to the budget to pay staff 
and faculty salaries, up from one per 
cent for each of the past two years. 
"There is nobody out there who gets 
whatever is leftover at the end of the 
day," Crone said. "It is all invested 
back into fulfilling the not-for-profit 
general purposes of the university." 
"With more academic programs that 
we are wanting to expand, plus the 
improvements that we need to make 
to facilities, there are going to be 
increased costs," Crone added. 
"At this time in Trinity 's life we 
don' t have those endowments 
in place to try to offset those 
costs." Poulsen admitted 
that financing the 
university's 
operations is never a 
simple task. 
"It's a complex 
challenge to 
manage a large 
organization like Trinity Western 
University," he said. "There are no easy 
answers." 
In an attempt to mitigate some of the 
increase in tuition fees, housing prices 
have been adjusted. Rates have been 
reduced for 63 per cent ofTWU's on-
campus housing units, and the remain-
ing units will have no increase. 
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Sports Terms for 
Dummies 
Stephanie Smith, OP Sports Term Guru 
This week I was asked another 
hockey question. I was asked about 
overtime in the regular season and the 
playoffs, and what the difference was. 
Overtime is the extra little bit of 
time tacked onto a game that has ended 
regulation with a tie. Instead of the 
regular 5 on 5 hockey seen in regulation 
time, this 5 minute extension is played 
4 on 4. All the same rules apply and 
the first team to score a goal wins the 
game. However, if the overtime does not 
produce a goal, the teams then go to a 
shootout. This was not always the case, 
teams used to leave the game with a tie, 
each taking one point. But recently the 
NHL decided to implement it instead 
of having ties, as a way to boost scores 
and points. The winner of an overtime/ 
shootout match is now rewarded with 
two points and the loser with one. 
In the shootout, each team selects 
three shooters to alternate taking penalty 
16 
shots on the goaltender. The team that 
scores the most goals in the shootout 
wins. If after three shooters, the results 
are still tied, they move on to additional 
shooters. The first one to outscore the 
other team wins the game. 
The difference between the way a 
tie in the regular season is solved and 
the way it is solved in the playoffs is 
simple. The shootout is only for ending 
ties in the regular season, and in the 
playoffs the overtime is played exactly 
the same as regulation time. It is a 5 on 
5 period lasting the same 20 minutes as 
all the others. The first team to score a 
goal in the overtime wins. And unlike in 
the regular season, there can be multiple 
periods of overtime. I hope that helps. 
Please, if you have any sports 
related questions send them to me at 
op.sports@gmail.com 
Douglas Sports 
Corner 
Calendar of Upcoming Games 
Baseball: 
Doubleheader vs. West. Washington University. Exhibition 
game takes place in New Westminster Saturday March 24 
- 1:00pm. 
Doubleheader vs. Pierce CC. Exhibition game takes place in 
New Westminster Sunday March 25 - 1:OOpm. 
Cross Country Track: 
Spring Break Open. Meet takes place in Edmonds, WA 
Saturday March 24. 
Women's Golf: 
Lewis-Clark State Invite. Tournament takes place at Clarkson 
Country Club Monday March 19 and Tuesday March 20. 
Olympic Tournament. Takes place at Gold Mountain Monday 
April2 . 
Bellevue Tournament. Take place at Glendale Country Club 
Monday April23 . 
Men's Golf: 
Lewis-Clark State Invite. Tournament takes place at Clarkson 
Country Club Monday March 19 and Tuesday March 20. 
Olympic Tournament. Takes place at Gold Mountain Monday 
April2. 
Bellevue Tournament. Take place at Glendale Country Club 
Monday April 23. 
Women's Rugby: 
Away game vs. Burnaby Lake. Game takes place in Burnaby 
Saturday March 24. 
Away game vs. Kamloops. Game takes place in Kamloops 
Saturday March 24. 
Men's Rugby: 
Away game vs. Kelowna. Game takes place in Kelowna 
Saturday March 24. 
Home game vs. Rowing Club. Game takes place at Hume Park 
Saturday March 31. 
Wheelchair Basketball: 
CWBL Finals. Tournament takes place Quebec City, QB. 
Saturday April 7- Sunday April 8. 
Wrestling: 
Senior Nationals. Tournament takes place in Calgary, AB 
Tuesday March 27- Wednesday March 28. 
Douglas Badminton Sweeps 
Royals mal<e history by winning all five events 
Douglas College Athletics 
T he Douglas College Royals 
badminton team showed exactly why 
they are ranked # 1 in the country by 
completing a fantastic season with 
a clean sweep of all five National 
titles. It's the first time in history 
that one college has swept all five 
events in the same season. The 
National championships hosted by 
Douglas College at the Richmond 
Pro Badminton Centre started with a 
team competition and finished over the 
weekend with an individual event. 
After winning the team competition 
with a perfect 20-0 matches won-loss 
record, the team set out to continue 
its success in the individual event. 
The finals began fittingly with team 
captain Lyndsay Thomson defending 
her Women's singles title with a hard 
fought 21-18 win over Laura F ong of 
Alberta. Lyndsay finished a second 
consecutive season undefeated in 
Women's singles play. "Lyndsay started 
the match a little nervous but once 
she settled down she controlled most 
of the match," commented Douglas 
head coach, Arif (AI) Mawani. In the 
match of the tournament, Richard Liang 
took on Kiran Bogavelli of Capilano 
College, the 2006 defending Men's 
singles champion. In a hard fought first 
game, Kiran took control with a 21-16 
win. But Richard came out fighting in 
the second game and stepped up the 
pace, resulting in a 21-18 win to equal 
the match at 1 game all. The third and 
deciding game was a classic. CCAA 
Badminton Convenor, AlfMcGuire 
said it was "Probably the best match 
I've seen in a decade." The two players 
played a high-tempo deciding game 
with shot making of the highest quality. 
"Richard kept his composure and 
took everything Kiran threw at him. 
I'm very proud of Richard," added 
Mawani after Liang closed out the third 
game with a thrilling 21-19 victory. 
Douglas College Athletic Director Lou 
Rene Legge was always confident that 
Richard would pull through. "I was 
convinced that he would win today. 
He was getting closer every time they 
played," said Legge. 
Following the emotional singles 
match, Melody Liang and Jessy Sung 
completed their unbeaten season with 
a convincing 21-6, 21-14 win over the 
Bhambani and Liaw team from Alberta. 
The Men's doubles was won by the 
'all-rookie' team of Chris Lee and 
Andy Cheong. The under rated team 
were always in control in defeating the 
Alberta team ofVandervet and Cheong 
21-7,21-16. The final match ofthe 
day saw defending Mixed Doubles 
champions Alvin Lau, and Charmagne 
Yeung defeat Toby Ng and Monica Mui 
from Team BC second team. Mawani 
was very happy with his mixed pairing. 
"Alvin and Charmagne have 
been excellent the past couple of 
weeks, fighting through injuries and the 
flu bug. The pair are a dream to coach; 
they always have an excellent attitude 
and have a team first approach." The 
athletes will now take a well deserved 
break as six players were members of 
the winning Canada Games Badminton 
Team. 
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The Road to Victory 
Geoff Lenahan , Douglas College Basketball Superstar 
undefeated Mystics, and getting to the 
finals. And it wasn't just a 6 point lead, 
we were controlling the game, we had 
the tempo right where we wanted, and 
we were not being out rebounded. 
In the third quarter, we kept going 
·back and forth. We went up 10 early 
after a Graemo [Graeme McCullum] 
three ball and a Janders [James 
Anderson] bank hook shot. We thought 
we had it when Graemo pulled up on 
the break, but he rimmed out a shot that 
is normally automatic. 
Then they started to chip 
back and got it to within 
three. But that's when 
ice-cold, 'Tan' (Aneetan 
Braich) checked into the 
game with 13 seconds 
left and canned a three 
that restored our six point 
lead at the end of the 
third. 
The Last Ten Minutes 
The energy was burning 
through the entire 
Even after Graemo, Shaner 
[Shane Heuring] and Sturg [Andrew 
Sturgeon] fouled out-that's three of 
our starters-no one worried. We were 
going to win, we just needed other guys 
to step in; but we all know the system 
and we all trust each other. After they 
had tied it up, our composure kicked 
back in and we quickly went back up 
five points. But again over the next 
three minutes, they kept right with us 
and actually got it back down to one 
2006/ 0 7 
n•1ttU .)tlOJ/07 
with a minute left. 
Bear then came down calling our 
play, found Veale curling out to the 
wing and all of a sudden our four 
point lead was restored. A timeout 
was quickly called by MSVU and we 
thought that would be it, that was a 
difficult shot and it would mean they 
would have to score twice to get back to 
either take the lead or tie it up. But as I 
said they weren't going to hand it to us. 
After the timeout, they came down and 
MOlil5 5TUFf. t.C:S$1Wt.U:' 
www.spcClilrd.ca 
got to the hoop to get to within two. We 
went down with just under 30 seconds 
left, and knew they would want to foul 
us if we killed too much time. So we 
executed our press break perfectly, and 
they were left with no choice but to 
foul our best free throw shooter with 
only 14 seconds left. Clayton Heuring 
stepped up to the line and nailed two 
free throws to lock the game and send 
us to the National Championship game 
tomorrow night. 
team. We huddled at 
every stoppage on the 
floor. Players were 
linking arms together 
during timeouts to keep 
everything tight. We have 
never been this close, we 
knew we weren't going 
to lose, and we knew it 
was because we have 
fourteen guys working 
together, no one was, or 
is as deep as us, and no 
one works together the 
way we do. 
getting carded 
is a good thing 
We were up 6, and 
our defence was strong, 
but no team is going to 
roll over and give up 
their spot in the National 
Championships. The 
fourth quarter started, 
and the crowd was loud. 
MSVU fed off that 
energy. We missed a few 
shots we should have 
hit, had a few untimely 
turnovers and the crowd 
loved it. 
I personally have 
never been in a gym 
that was so loud. It was 
unbelievable. However, 
MSVU slowly worked 
themselves back into 
the game. An offensive 
rebound on a free throw, 
a foul, hitting one of two 
free throws, and Voila! 
They had knotted up the 
game at 50-50 with 5:04 
left. The best thing about 
having a team with as 
much experience that we 
have is that no one ever 
panics. 
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the SPC Card"' gets you exclusive discounts· at hundreds of Canadian retailers. 
come in today or call 
1-800-HRBLOCK 
hrblock.ca 
H&R BLOCK• 
'Individual results vary. '' Offers valid from 08/01106 until 07/31/07. Valid at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions may apply. Usage may be restricted when used in 
conjunction with any other offer or retailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase of gilt cards or cenilicates. "To qualify, student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full-time 
attendance at a college or univer5ity during 2006 or (ii) a valid high school identifKation card. Expires July 31, 2007. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada ... NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. 
Purchase of H&R Block products or services will not increase chances of winning. Begins 2/1/07 and ends 5/15107. Open to legal residents of Canada (excluding Quebec residents) who are 13 or older and were full-time students 
lor lour or more months during 2006 at a high school, college or university. There will be 1 random draw to award the prize. Skill testing question required lor award of prize. See www.rockwithblock.ca lor Official Rules and how 
to play without purchase. Odds of winning vary based on participation. Void in Quebec and where prohibited. 
Dr. Sex: SD, your husband is a 
normal man! 
Dr. Fairchild: Well, SD, no one 
can blame you for your oral sex 
hesitation . .. 
Dr. Sex: . . . yeah, no one wants 
jungle breath!! 
Dr. F: There could be a number 
of reasons for your husband's 
foul odor. 
Dr. S: Has he washed the sour 
sauce out of his folds lately? 
Dear Dr. Sex: My husband seems like a normal man. He works all day, and 
supposedly showers when he gets home around dinnertime. Well, Dr. Sex, 
I say supposedly because I hear the water running, and he comes out of the 
bathroom wet. Sometimes he even washes his hair ... but I don't believe he is 
washing everything ... properly. You see, at night when we get busy, he stinks-
down there. That is NOT hot! I overheard him talking to a friend, and he was 
complaining that I never suck him off anymore-but how can I? I've tried to 
hint to him about his smell, but he just doesn't get it. How do I deal with this? 
Stinky Dinky 
& Dr. Marilyn Fairchild 
Dr. F: Yes, that would be the 
first thing I would check. If 
your husband is uncircumcised, 
then he may not be cleaning 
his foreskin properly. But 
cleanliness might be the easy 
answer. There are actually 
medical conditions that cause 
crotch rot, and your husband 
might need doctor's treatment. 
Dr. S: Yeast and fungal 
infections may also cause 
tang-wang and snuff-muff, so 
although bringing it up with 
your husband will cause you 
discomfort; it may be good for 
his health. 
Dr. F: The same advice goes for 
women. All folds of the body 
generate slight odours, but if 
things start getting offensive, 
something could be wrong. 
Dr. S: So remember, even if you 
just think it's just silly-willy or 
fussy-pussy, get it checked by 
a medical professional. Your 
husband may have stench-bench 
because he is dunking his junk 
in your funk! 
Dr. F: Well I wouldn't start 
blaming our writer, Dr. Sex. But 
do stay aware of the changes in 
your own body. Also, be open 
to others that might be trying 
to help. Reeking genitalia is a 
touchy subject, but the topic 
does need to be aired out in the 
open should the problem arise. 
Dr. S: You might want to avoid 
sex while you are sniffing out 
the problem, too. Ifhis kebab 
is a bit spicy, keep it out of 
the oven until it is properly 
checked out. Thank you for your 
question, SD. 
Classifieds Submit Classifieds to editor.otherpress@gmail.com 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifieds up to 30 
words, email: · 
lukesimcoe@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number, and desired 
section, and put "classified" in the 
subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 31ines, 3 times 
for $15 (30 words max). Open rate 
of $5 per line. Enquiries: call our 
advertising manager at 
lukesimcoe@yahoo.ca. 
Pictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture size is 3.5cm x 
2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for errors and please 
call or email our offices to report any 
corrections. To ensure the integrity 
of our student newspaper, we 
reserve the right to revise, reclassify, 
edit, or refuse your ad. 
For Sale 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotmail.com. 
Accessories Pack for any cellular phone 
for $40. Package includes battery, 
screen protector, desktop charger, car 
charger, and leather case. Items retail 
for $60 if purchased seperately! Brand 
New. If interested, please call Andre at 
778.883.6805. 
Herbal products to improve your 
health. Choose an alternative to 
conventional medicine. Safe and easy 
to use. Contact Alex at narural_cures@ 
hotmail.com or 604.589.8728. 
HP 722C printer, new colour ink 
cartridge $75. Epson colour 800 printer, 
2 new black ink cartridges $60. 
Can see both operating. 778- 885- 5476 
Brother Intelli Fax Machine 775 & Free 
Ink cartridge. As New. $130.00 cash 
only 
Ikea Plastic 2 shelf drawer on wheels 
Services 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for 
essays, thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, 
and editor can help with English 
130, 106, 112, and 109; also Business 
Communications, reports, letters, and 
resumes. Quality guaranteed. The 
Writer's Touch, www.writerstouch.net 
604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. 
Every alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 
4310, New West campus. For more 
info, contact Mary Rose Labandelo: 
604.526.1735. 
Wanted 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly 
Planned Parenthood) is looking for 
volunteers to assist on the Facts of Life 
Line, a toll-free, confidential, sexual 
health information and referral resource 
line. Call604.731.4552 ext. 224, or visit 
www.optionsforsexualhealth.com. 
AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have 
Halo2 game and XBOX Live. Please 
contact by email. Jamie Campbell. Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmail.com. 
WATER POLO Players Wanted 
Students interested in participating 
in Intramural/Varsity D ouglas Water 
Polo 
call: 604.777.6029(ext.# 3) or 
email:sessionpolo@yahoo.ca 
for more information. 
VISUAL MEDIA STUDENTS: 
D EATH METAL BAND LOOKING 
TO RECORD VIDEO FOR PROJECT. 
CONTACT: 
Please email hatred_is_in@hotmail.com 
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A paid eclucatio~ 
a e 
If you're in college studying a 
key technical field,* we could 
pay your way to a career with 
a difference! 
It's simple: we pay for your tuition, books and 
instruments, along with a salary while in school, and 
you get the high-tech training you're after. And once 
you graduate, you 're guaranteed a career with great 
challenges, opportunities, compensation and security. 
To learn more about career opportunities and benefits, 
contact us today. 
* Courses eligible for subsidized education program include: 
Computers and Information, Communications, or Control 
Systems - Electronics, Telecommunications, or Electronic 
Information Systems Technician - Computer, Computer 
Networks Engineering, or Telecommunications Technician -
Wireless Communications, or Wireless Communications 
Computer Networks Technician - Communications, or 
Computer, Engineering Technology - Automotive Service 
Technician - Aircraft Avionics Maintenance, or 
Engineering Technology (Avionics) Program. 
Une education 
payee fait toute 
Ia difference 
Si vous suivez des cours collegiaux 
dans un domaine technique specifique*, 
nous pourrions payer vos etudes pour 
vous permettre d'entreprendre une 
carriere differente! 
C'est simple: nous payons vos cours, vos livres et vos instruments, 
tout en vous remunerant pendant vos etudes, et vous obtenez 
I' education de pointe que vous recherchez. Apres avoir re<;u votre 
dipl6me, vous entreprendrez une carriere remplie de defis et de 
perspectives, bien remuneree et beneficiant de Ia securite d'emploi. 
Pour obtenir de plus amples renseignements sur ces perspectives 
de carriere, veuillez communiquer avec nous des aujourd'hui. 
* Les cours admissibles au programme d 'etudes subventionnees comprennent: 
ordinateurs et information, communications ou systemes de regulation -
electronique, telecommunications ou technicien en systemes d 'information 
electroniques - ordinateurs, genie des reseaux infor-
matiques ou technicien en telecommunications -
communications sans til ou technicien de reseaux 
informatiques sans til - communications 
ou ordinateurs, technologie du genie -
technicien a l'entretien eta Ia reparation 
d'automobiles - entretien d'avionique 
de bord ou programme de technique 
du genie (avionique). 
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